The quantum Hopf line bundle is constructed as a left and right projective bimodule associated to the quantum principal Hopf fibration. We prove that the covariant derivative on this bimodule that is associated to the Dirac q-monopole is a left Grassmannian connection. The Chern-Connes pairing of cyclic cohomology and K-theory is computed for the quantum Hopf line bundle revealing a purely noncommutative effect of the K 0 -non-equivalence of the left and right projective structure. Among general results, it is shown under which conditions strong connections on algebraic quantum principal bundles (Hopf-Galois extensions) yield covariant derivatives (connections) on projective modules. We also provide a left-right symmetric characterisation of the strong canonical connections on quantum principal homogeneous spaces with an injective antipode.
Introduction
The goal of this paper is to provide a better understanding of the relationship between the K-theory and quantum-group approach to the noncommutative-geometry gauge theory. The former approach is based on the classical Serre-Swan theorem that allows one to think of vector bundles as projective modules. The latter one comes from the concept of a Hopf-Galois extension which describes a quantum principal bundle the same way Hopf algebras describe quantum groups. Here a Hopf algebra H plays the role of the structure group, and the total space of a bundle is replaced by an H-comodule algebra P .
We rely on the Hopf-Galois theory to derive our first results needed for a general setting of our noncommutative-geometric constructions. On the other hand, it is the machinery of Noncommutative Geometry that allows us to obtain a Galois-theoretic result: We employ the Chern-Connes pairing to prove the non-cleftness of the Hopf-Galois extension of the algebraic quantum principal Hopf fibration.
We begin in Section 1 with some preliminaries about Hopf-Galois extensions, connections and connection 1-forms on algebraic quantum principal bundles, and connections on projective modules. In Section 2 we obtain some necessary general results about strong connections, their covariant derivatives on projective modules, and bicovariant splittings of canonical Hopf algebra surjections. In Section 3 we present an algebraic formulation of the Dirac q-monopole as a covariant derivative (connection) on a projective module. Further results relating to the Chern-Connes pairing are in Section 4.
To take advantage of the cyclic cohomology results in [MNW91] , we work over a ground field k of characteristic zero, and assume that q is a non-zero element in k that is not a root of 1. (When using the * -structure, we switch to the complex number field C.) We use the Sweedler notation ∆h = h (1) ⊗ h (2) (summation understood) and its derivatives. The antipode of the Hopf algebra is a linear map S : H → H, and the counit is an algebra map ε : H → k obeying certain properties. The convolution product of two linear maps from a coalgebra to an algebra is denoted in the following way: (f * g)(c) := f (c (1) )g(c (2) ). For an introduction to Noncommutative Geometry, quantum groups and Hopf-Galois theory, we refer to 
Preliminaries
We begin by recalling basic definitions and known results. Definition 1.1 Let E be a finitely generated projective left B-module, and
If B is a * -algebra and E is equipped with a Hermitian metric , : E ×E → B , then we say that a connection on E is compatible with this Hermitian metric iff
One should bear in mind that the projectivity assumption is crucial here, as it is equivalent to the existence of a connection [CQ95, Corollary 8.2]. Definition 1.2 Let H be a Hopf algebra, P be a right H-comodule algebra with multiplication m P and coaction ∆ R , and B := P coH := {p ∈ P | ∆ R p = p ⊗ 1} the subalgebra of coinvariants. We say that P is a (right) H-Galois extension of B iff the canonical left P -module right Hcomodule map
is bijective. We say that P is a faithfully flat H-Galois extension of B iff P is faithfully flat as a right and left B-module. 
Note that, in general, Φ is not uniquely determined by its defining conditions. 
Here ∆ R is the right coaction on differential forms given by the formula
Coaction on higher order forms is defined in the same manner. 
Here ad R is given by the formula
For every Hopf-Galois extension there is a one-to-one correspondence between connections and connection forms (see [M-S97, Proposition 2.1]). In particular, the connection Π ω associated to a connection form ω is given by the formula: A natural next step is to consider associated quantum vector bundles. More precisely, what we need here is a replacement of the module of sections of an associated vector bundle. In the classical case such sections can be equivalently described as "functions of type ̺" from the total space of a principal bundle to a vector space. We follow this construction in the quantum case by considering bimodules of colinear maps Hom ρ (V, P ), ρ : V → V ⊗ H, associated with an
2 Strong connections on associated projective modules First we study a general setting for translating strong connections on algebraic quantum principal bundles to connections on projective modules. The associated bimodule of colinear maps is finitely generated projective as a left module over the subalgebra of coinvariants under rather unrestrictive assumptions. However, we do not assume the projectivity of this module in the following two propositions, as it is needed only later to ensure the existence of a connection. Also, although we work only with the universal differential algebra in the sequel, we do not assume here that the differential algebra is universal. It suffices that it is right-covariant, i.e., the right coaction is well-defined on differential forms, and right-covariant and right-flat in the second proposition.
Proposition 2.1 Let H be a Hopf algebra with a bijective antipode, P a faithfully flat HGalois extension of B, and V
Denote by Hom ρ (V, P ) the B-bimodule of colinear homomorphisms from V to P , and choose a right-covariant differential algebra Ω(P ). Then the following map
is an isomorphism of graded left Ω(B)-modules.
Proof. It suffices to show thatľ has an inverse. By choosing a linear basis {λ µ } of Ω(B), for any ϕ ∈ Hom ρ (V, Ω(B)P ) we can write ϕ(v) = µ λ µ ϕ µ (v). The point is now to show that we can always choose each ϕ µ to be an element of Hom ρ (V, P ). It can be done by assuming flatness of Ω(B) (see Proposition 2.3), or by employing our assumptions on the Hopf-Galois extension.
Lemma 2.2 Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.1, for any
Proof. By assumption, we have
Taking an advantage of the faithful flatness of P , Theorem I in [S-HJ90] and (1.6) in [D-Y85] (Remark 3.3 in [S-HJ90]), we know that there exists a unital colinear map j : H → P . Hence
and by the unitality of j we obtain
On the other hand, using the colinearity of j it is straightforward to verify that each of the
The next step is to take an advantage of the existence of the translation map
2), and define an auxiliary isomorphism
From the definition of the translation map it follows that
(Note that f is the inverse of the multiplication map.) Moreover, let I be the restriction to Hom ρ (V, Ω(B)P ) of the canonical isomorphism from Hom(V, Ω(B)P ) to Ω(B)P ⊗ V * . Then we have a well-defined map 
, and letρ denote its restriction to Hom(V, P ). Evidently, we have Kerρ = Hom ρ (V, Ω(B)P ) and Kerρ = Hom ρ (V, P ). Moreover, since Ω(B) is flat as a right B-module, we have the folowing commutative diagram with exact rows of left Ω(B)-modules:
Here ℓ is defined by the formula ℓ(
, andl is given the same way.
With the help of the translation map H τ → P ⊗ B P , reasoning as in the proof of the preeceding proposition, one can show that ℓ andl are isomorphisms. By standard diagram chasing (or completing the left hand side of (2.3) with zeros and invoking the Five Isomorphism Lemma), one can conclude from the diagram (2.3) thatľ is also an ismomorphism.
2
If ω is a strong connection form, then
Assuming that Hom ρ (V, P ) is finitely generated projective as a left B-module, and the conditions allowing us to utilise one of the above propositions, we can define the covariant derivative associated to ω in the following way:
Our second group of results concerns the canoncial connection on a quantum principal homogeneous space (principal homogenous H-Galois extension), which is the general construction behind the Dirac q-monopole. A principal homogenous H-Galois extension B ⊆ P is a HopfGalois extension obtained from a surjective Hopf algebra map π : P → H which defines the right comodule structure by the formula ∆ R := (id ⊗ 
Proof. First we need to reduce the strongness condition for the canonical connection to a simpler form:
Lemma 2.5 The canonical connection ω associated to i : H → P is strong if and only if
Proof. To simplify the notation, let us put π(p) = p. Also, let Π ω denote the connection associated to ω, i.e., Π ω (dp) = p (1) ω(p (2) ) . (We take advantage of the fact that ∆ R = (id⊗π)•∆, see (1.2).) Using the Leibniz rule we obtain:
On the other hand, applying
Remembering that (Ω 1 B)P ⊆ B ⊗ P , we conclude that the strongness condition (see Definition 1.7, cf. [M-S97, (11)]) of the canonical connection is equivalent to
The above equation is of the form (id * f 1 )(p) = (id * f 2 )(p). Since the antipode S is the convolution inverse of id, it is equivalent to f 1 (p) = f 2 (p). Therefore we can cancel the p (1) product from both sides. Also, since π is surjective and a coalgebra map, we can replace π(p) by a general element h ∈ H. Thus we arrive at
Moreover, for any Hopf algebra the map (S ⊗ id) • ∆ is injective (apply ε ⊗ id). Consequently, the strongness is equivalent to the condition
Note first that we can write the adjoint covariance of i, in an explicit manner, as
In this case
Assume now that ω is strong. Hence, by the above lemma, the strongness condition implies that i(h (1) ) ⊗ h (2) = i(h) (1) ⊗ i(h) (2) as required.
Conversely, using the right covariance of i for the first step and (2.7) for the second, we compute the left hand side of (2.6) as
Hence the canonical connection is strong by Lemma 2.5.
Corollary 2.6 Assume that antipode S is injective. Then strong canonical connections are in 1-1 correspondence with linear unital and counital splittings of π obeying the two conditions
where
Proof. Assume first that the canonical connection associated to i is strong. Then, by the preceding proposition, i is right covariant and (2.7) holds. Hence
Reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 2.5, we can cancel h (2) and h (3) from the two sides. Then cancelling S from both sides (we assume S to be injective), we have
, which is the left covariance condition.
Conversely, if the left and right covariance conditions hold then
which is the same as (2.7). Invoking again the preceding proposition, we can conclude that the canonical connection associated to i is strong as required. 2
Projective module form of the Dirac q-monopole
Recall that A(SL q (2)) is a Hopf algebra over a filed k generated by 1, α, β, γ, δ, satisfying the following relations:
where q ∈ k \ {0}. The comultiplication ∆, counit ε, and antipode S of A(SL q (2)) are defined by the following formulas: Now we need to recall the construction of the standard quantum sphere of Podleś. The standard quantum sphere is singled out among the principal series of Podleś quantum spheres by the property that it can be constructed as a quantum quotient space [P-P87]. In algebraic terms it means that its coordinate ring can be obtained as the subalgebra of coinvariants of a comodule algebra. To carry out this construction, first we need the right coaction on A(SL q (2)) of the commutative and cocommutative Hopf algebra k[z, z −1 ] generated by the grouplike element z and its inverse. This Hopf algebra can be obtained as the quotient of A(SL q (2)) by the Hopf ideal generated by the off-diagonal generators β and γ. Identifying the image of α and β under the Hopf algebra surjection π : A(SL q (2)) → k[z, z
−1 ] with z and z −1 respectively, we can describe the right coaction ∆ R := (id ⊗ π) • ∆ by the formula:
We call the subalgebra of coinvariants defined by this coaction the coordinate ring of the (standard) quantum sphere, and denote it by A(S 
We denote the associated bimodule of colinear maps Hom ρ (k, A(SL q (2))) by L, and call it the (bimodule of) the quantum Hopf line bundle.
The bimodule L can be identified with the B-subbimodule of P spanned by α and γ.
Proof. Take the PBW basis
Hence, with the obvious identification of linear maps ϕ ∈ Hom ρ (k, A(SL q (2))) with ϕ(1), we obtain that L is the linear span of
Since all of α k−1 β k+m−1 γ m and β p γ p+s δ s are in B, the claim of the proposition follows. 2
From formulas (3.10) we can conclude Proposition 3.3 Let B 2 e l =: E l and e r B 2 =: E r be a left and a right finitely generated projective module respectively defined by the formulas:
Then there exists a left and a right B-module isomorphism respectively given by the formulas:
Proof. To show that J l is well defined, we have to prove the implication (x, y)e l = 0 ⇒ xα + yγ = 0. Let us therefore assume that 0 = (x, y) αδ −βα γδ −qβγ = (xαδ + yγδ , −qxαβ − qyβγ).
The above is equivalent to the set of equations:
Multiplying on the right the first equation by α, the second by γ and then adding them up yields xα + yγ = 0, as needed. It is clear that the thus defined map is a surjective homomorphism of left B-modules. The injectivity amounts to reversing the implication we started from, and also follows from the above formulas. Analogous reasoning applies to J r . 2
Next, similarly to [BM93] , we consider the canonical connection induced by the bicovariant splitting i(z n ) = α n , i(z −n ) = δ n . By Corollary 2.6 it induces a strong connection. We call this connection the (Dirac) q-monopole. The following is the main claim of this section. It asserts that the Grassmannian connection (see [CQ95, Section 8] , [C-A90, p.27]) of e l coincides with the covariant derivative of the q-monopole.
Proposition 3.4 Let ω be the canonical (strong) connection 1-form described above, and
Proof. We do this here for x, y ∈ A(S 2 q ) but the general case is similar. Let ω denote the connection form of the Dirac q-monopole. Observe first that
The above connection form induces a projection Π ω , and hence a covariant differential
on the colinear maps ϕ. For the bimodule L and connection above, we have
as d1 = 0. We then identify Ω 1 B ⊗ B B 2 e with (Ω 1 B) 2 e and by Section 2 we identify this further with colinear maps k → (Ω 1 B)P byJ l ((x, y)e l ) = xα + yγ. Comparing with the above, we see that D ω J l ((x, y)e l ) =J l (∇ ω (x, y)e l ) for ∇ ω as stated. In all these formulae we write linear maps from k by their value on the unit element 1 ∈ k.
2 Finally, when we work over C both A(SL q (2)) and A(S 2 q ) have a natural * -algebra structure for q real,
In this case A(S 2 q ) 2 e l has a natural Hermitian metric inherited from that of
Proposition 3.5 The q-monopole covariant derivative ∇ ω is compatible with the natural Hermitian metric on E l , i.e.,
Proof. This is immediate from e l Hermitian in the sense of * and transpose (see [C-A90, p.27]). 2 4 Chern-Connes pairing for the quantum Hopf line bundle
The aim of this section is to compute (left and right) Chern numbers of the left and right finitely generated projective bimodule L describing the quantum Hopf line bundle. This computation is a simple example of the (Chern-Connes) pairing between K-theory and cyclic cohomology [C-A94, L-JL97].
To obtain the desired Chern numbers we need to evaluate (pair) the appropriate even cyclic cocycle with the left and right projector (see (3.11)) respectively. Since the positive even cyclic cohomology HC 2n (A(S 2 q )), n > 0, is the image of the periodicity operator applied to HC 0 (A(S 2 q )), and the pairing is compatible with the action of the periodicity operator, the even cyclic cocycle computing Chern numbers is necessarily of degree zero, i.e., a trace. This trace is explicitly provided in [MNW91, (4.4)]. Adapting [MNW91, (4.4)] to our special case of the standard Podleś quantum sphere, we obtain:
14)
where ζ := −q −1 βγ.
The fact that the "Chern cyclic cocycle" is in degree zero is a quantum effect caused by the non-classical structure of HC * (A(S 2 q )) (see [MNW91] ). In the classical case the corresponding cocycle is in degree two, as it comes from the volume form of the two-sphere. , and e l , e r the projectors given in (3.11). Then (τ 1 • T r)(e l ) = −1 and (τ 1 • T r)(e r ) = 1.
Proof. Taking advantage of (3.8) and (4.14), we get:
(τ 1 • T r) αδ −βα γδ −qβγ = τ 1 (1 + (q −1 − q)βγ) = τ 1 ((q 2 − 1)ζ) = −1. Thus we obtain an effect which is impossible classically: the Chern number corresponding to the left module structure is different from the Chern number corresponding to the right one! (Recall that classically the left and right module structures coincide; the left and right projector differ by the matrix transpose, and consequently yield the same Chern numbers.) The left Chern number computed (for q = 1) with the help of trace τ 1 coincides with the classical Chern number calculated (for q = 1) by integrating over S 2 . The right Chern number, however, gets the opposite sign, as if it were computed for the reversed orientation of U(1). On the physics side, the opposite sign Chern numbers for one bimodule are suggestive of some bound particle-antiparticle state.
Since every free module can be represented in K 0 by the identity matrix, we obtain that the pairing of the cyclic cohomology class [ 
